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LIVING HARMONY TESTIMONIAL QUIZ 
 
Thank you for sharing...   
 
This “Testimonial Quiz” was designed to make it easy for you to review your own progress and share your 
story if you would like.  Simply either check thru these 8 questions with multiple choices, or you can use the 

questions as a reference to help you write your own narrative.  Thank you for your consideration and your 
kindness. It’s been a pleasure to help you balance, clear and create...in Living Harmony!  
  

Are you comfortable sharing your story with others?  If you wish, I’ll be happy to share your story 
either with your contact info (especially if we worked on your business and you wish to promote it) or as an 
anonymous entry.  Even stories with initials could be helpful to someone in need.   
 

�  Yes, please include my full contact info:  
- name     - business site URL 

- business name    - email address 
- city, state     - phone 

 

�  No – please keep my information confidential, just use my initials and city, state only.  
 

Would you like to be a Featured Success Story on my web site where you can be seen by 
potentially thousands?  My web site is connected with some of the most popular web sites in personal 
growth, which attract a daily unique visitor rate in the tens of thousands.  If you are interested, just let me 
know and I’ll contact you as soon as a space becomes available.  

 
Remember, I’d like to feature your story as soon as possible, and get you your free gift too.  This is a busy 
time of year, but really fine-tuning your ability to Intend effectively is worth it!   

 
So what will help the most?  Simple:  quantifiable, qualified results.  Think back to when you were most 
upset, confused and just beginning.  It sounds unbelievable to tap on yourself a bit, visualize and voila, your 

life so different.  Real results are more important than the part people just have to experience for themselves.  
 
Here are a few quiz-like questions to guide your testimonial:  

 
1)  After working with Living Harmony, I went from _______________________ to 
_______________________________  in ___________ weeks/months. 

 
2)  Within __________ weeks /months I stopped __________________________ and I started 
___________________________________.  

 
3)  After working with Living Harmony’s Manifesting Formula, my _________________  
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improved ________ %   (my weight, love life, business profits, etc.)  and I especially noticed a 
__________________ % improvement in ___________________________. 

 
4)  The biggest emotional challenge I had was _______________________________ due to 
________________________________________, and it only took _______________ 

weeks/months/sessions to clear this feeling.  Now in it’s place I can honestly say I feel 
_____________________________________________________, which has resulted in 
changing ___________________________________________ in my life.  

 
5)  I can finally _______________________________ for the first time in ____________ years, 
and this has changed my life ___________________________.  

 
6)  I have noticed a:  
 

__________ % percent increase in income, as a result of _______________________ 
__________ % increase in sales in __________ weeks/months 
__________ % increase in my business referrals, giving me ___________________  
__________ % increase in sell-thru with cold calling, sales meetings, etc.  

__________ % increase in traffic to our web site, and _________% lift in conversions. 
__________ % increase in newsletter registrations, and _________% in sales.  
__________ % increase in our own client/customer/staff satisfaction 

__________ % increase in compliments  
__________ % increase in my time, I feel like I’ve found ____ extra hours in the week 
__________ % +/- change in my weight, which makes me feel _________________ 

__________ % change in my feeling stuck, and I now ________________________ 
___ consistent new trend:  clients are finding me now!  
___ consistent new trend:  I’m simply not overeating anymore!  

___ consistent new trend:  I feel less pain, more healthy, more vibrant than ever! 
___ consistent new trend:  I’m attracting more loving people / dates / clients  
___ consistent new trend:  my spouse and I don’t fight anymore, we now have the tools  

to express ourselves and clear our feelings so we can get back to love 
more easily and quickly.  

  ___ consistent new trend:  I’ve stopped my dependent behavior (calling psychics, etc.)  

 
7)  Though I’ve worked with coaches, self-help experts and other personal growth materials, 
I’ve not had the kind of results and experiences I’ve had with Living Harmony.  I was so 

impressed by our work, that I would most definitely continue working with / hire you again, and 
I have recommended you to over ________ people.  In fact, I’ll be forwarding your next 
newsletter to them as soon as it arrives!  

 
8)  Working with Living Harmony, I’ve finally been able to achieve my goal of/ resolve my issue 
with  _____________________ which I’ve been working on for ________________________ , 

and found the things that were blocking me, specifically 
____________________________________ and _____________________________ were 
easily dissolved, cleared and shifted so that my successful manifesting of my goal was 

__________________________________ and my results have lasted and grown/deepened  in 
the following ways ____________________ and 
_________________________________________.   I feel that I’ve had a _________%  
increase in my happiness / well-being / personal success / business success.  I not only no 

longer feel stuck, I am certain that when or if I do come across feelings of frustration and being 
stuck again, I have the tools and resources to help myself, and I can always turn to Cathleen to 
help me clear anything I can’t get cleared on my own.  
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OR, Please write your own story:  

 
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Thank you so much for writing your testimonial for the work we did together!    

 
Please email me as soon as possible so I can get your gift out to you and you can continue fine-
tuning your Manifesting Vibration to create more abundance, peace, well-being, prosperity and 
all the very best.... 

 
In Living Harmony,  

 


